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rich,
guy caputo isn't going to tell him what we found, but rather try to secure his cooperation in providing
whatever specific information he(lochbaum) may have on the issue(i.e., the paperwork he hints at but
says he won't provide).
barry
>>> Richard Barkley 10/15 4:11 PM >>>
Dave,
While 01 might be done checking police charges by Wednesday, Guy Caputo was also going to get back
to Lochbaum directly with what 01 found. I would prefer not paneling this issue until after Guy talks to him
directly. I don't mind an ad-hoc panel later in the month to decide how to handle this one, particularly
since Mark, Greg, you, Glenn & myself should go in and speak to Hub or Wiggins on our approach to
close this one before we take our final action in the matter.
Rich

>>>

David Vito 10/15 3:02 PM >>>

It was decided at yesterday's ARB that 01 would continue its efforts in determining what police charges
may have been incurred by the indiivudal in question during the prescribed time frame. The ARB gave an
ECD of 10/22/99 for 01 to conclude their findings on this question. I would like to schedule this allegation
for discussion at the next scheduled DRP ARB (Wednesday 10/20/99) so that we can discuss Ol's
progress at that time and whether or not we think our actions can be completed before the 30-day
acknowledgment letter time clock expires (11/3/99). My reason for this request is that I think we would be
much better served to conclude our review and send the alleger an acknoweldgment/closeout letter,
instead of sending a boiler-plate acknowledgment letter, then following with a closeout letter a week or
two later. Unless anyone disagrees, I will be placing the allegation on the 10/20/99 ARB schedule.
CC:

Glenn Meyer, Mark Anderson
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